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Seeing is believing...
Vision is the ability to process or interpret the information which is seen. Previously vision training and
skills were not considered to be that important in the everyday sport setting, although athletes and trainers
did do vision related training tests inadvertently. Research has now shown the importance of visual skills in
the performance of an athlete.
Vision plays a big role in response times, eye-hand-body-coordination, balance, spatial orientation and
anticipation. These activities should be examined not only in the laboratory, but also more in the exact
environmental surroundings those activities are performed.
There is a link between vision and motor. It is stated that motor actions are accomplished by two
mechanisms. The 1st mechanism is the receiving (afferent). The visual system receives information via
the environment and the brain responds to the appropriate signals, and sends it to the second biological
system, the efferent mechanism. This mechanism includes the motor system, which responds to the
signals from the brain to make the right motor movements. The visual system gathers information from the
environment and the situation. Again, it is clear that vision and motor are linked in sport performance. If
one system does not work efficiently, sport performance will be unsuccessful. During a competitive game,
the human body is pushed to perform on a higher level, both physically and mentally. With this, enormous
stress is put on the human body. As soon as this happens, the receptors (especially the visual analyzer)
become obstructed.
If there is a sudden change in the environment the body responds in a specific way called the Body Alarm
Reaction (BAR), e.g. a fullback in rugby that perceives that he is going to be hit while waiting for the ball in
flight enters into the BAR. It is a process of many neural and biochemical reactions. Visual changes occur
through the direct end organ (ciliary muscle), thus the sympathetic nervous system. The accommodative
system loses its ability to maintain clear focus on close targets. The athlete goes into the ‘fight or flight’
reaction, where the accommodative system is tuned to infinity. This shift from near to far is the direct
result of the shift from parasympathetic system (relax) to the sympathetic system (direct action). This shift
from one neurological system to another, correlates to a behavioural shift from central, detailed visual
attention to peripheral, global visual attention. During this transition phase it is possible that athletes can
get confused about his position on the field and loses the ability to separate figure from ground.
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More about BAR
The BAR stress causes a decline in the ability to derive meaning and maintain attention on the immediate
visual information. These are normal stress factors during a game, but to make sure that no unnecessary,
additional stress is put on the athlete, the visual system should work efficiently.
Recent physiological eye research seems to indicate that it takes time to return to a more balance state
after sympathetic system dominance has taken over. Although this happens, some athletes are still able
to perform accurately and consistent during BAR. Why do these athletes still perform well? According
to recent studies it was implied that, with proper training, an established image of proper visual spatial
alignment could be maintained as a consistent visual-motor image.

Hardware vs Software?
What exactly is important for the athlete where vision is concerned? The visual system is described as
an interaction between the hardware and software variables. In the field of sport the hardware system
can be defined as the non task specific abilities such as visual acuity, ocular health, binocular abilities
like accommodation (focus) and fusion, depth perception, colour discrimination and peripheral vision.
Hardware can be measured and tested through normal standard optometric techniques. The software
system involves the cognitive aspects, in other words, the visualization, visual concentration, visual
perception, visual reaction time and visual search.
The software is not evaluated as easily as the hardware systems but sport psychology often uses eye
movements and visual search strategies to get an idea of these skills. The software systems distinguish
the athletes from the non-athletes, and make their skill superior. Investigating the hardware system,
athletes and non-athletes can have the same kind of abilities, and it is not to say that they have superior
hardware systems. Thus, distinguishing athletes from non-athletes does not lie with hardware skills. When
investigating the visual skills of children of different ages, you also need to assess the software system.
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“Have you ever closed one eye
and then tried to catch a ball
that has been thrown at you?”

The Importance of Vision in Sports
In most sport, vision is the dominant sense. One would usually think that seeing clearly is all that is need to
make vision dominant. However, the vision skills that are needed to perform optimally at sport are much
more involved than only being able to see clearly. For example, going back to catching a ball. This is an
extremely complicated action. Your eyes, and only your eyes, tell you where the ball is in space. Making use
of visual information only, you have to judge the speed of the ball and its flight path, you then have to make
some kind of projection or estimation of where the ball is going to be when it gets within catching distance
of your hands. This all has to happen within a matter of milliseconds. You then have to get your hands
to where the ball is estimated to be in space and get them around the ball so that the ball stays there.
Hopefully, your estimation of where the ball is in space is accurate so that your projection of the ball’s
position is in reality the ball’s position, otherwise, your hands and the ball do not meet.
Of course this is when you are standing still. Catching a ball when moving adds considerably to the
complexity of the action. Catching a ball is just one of many actions occurring in sport. Your eyes give you
the information you need to perform those actions.
There are many varied skills which play a role in sport. Most times, each sport has unique vision skill
requirements. Knowing which skills are important for which sport, how to evaluate those skills and
prescribe therapy to improve those skills is all within the scope of optometrists who have taken the time
and effort to understand sports vision skills requirements and how to train those skills.
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Symptoms of possible visual problems
•
•
•
•
•

Inconsistent performance from game to game
Does not perform well under pressure
Performs better when still than when moving or out of balance
Performance does not appreciably improve after extensive practice
“Timing” seems off

•
•
•
•

Good natural ability but not performing up to potential
Ball not always seen clearly
Difficulty knowing where the ball or other players are at all times
Difficulty judging rotation or spin on ball

•
•
•
•

Over or under-estimating the distance of ball, players, boundaries
Difficulty making a specific shot or play
Difficulty remembering plays
Making similar mistakes over and over again.
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“A Sports Vision assessment can help
remove barriers to further improvement
at all levels of sporting achievement”

Vision Performance Assessment
The diagnostic elements of visual performance evaluation are:
1.		
2.		
3.		
		
4. 		
		
5. 		
		
6. 		
		
7. 		
		
8. 		
		
9. 		
		
10.
11. 	
		

Clarity of sight - visual acuity, i.e. 20/20 vision while stationary
Dynamic visual acuity - clarity of a moving target
Accommodative Function - how accurately you focus on what you are looking at, how well you 		
maintain this focus & how quickly you can change your focus as the target moves
Binocular Vision - how well the eyes work together as a team & how well they work together
under stress
Ocular movement skills - how accurately the eyes move-includes pursuit tracking and convergence
(eyes moving inwards as a ball approaches). Inefficiencies will lead to mistiming.
Glare sensitivity - ability to cope with glare. Glare sensitivity is often caused by problems with 		
focusing or binocular vision systems.
Depth perception - 3D judgement, spatial sensitivity. Dramatically affected by binocular
vision inefficiencies.
Eye Dominance - Unstable eye dominance will affect balance & aiming. Its relationship to body 		
dominance will have a dramatic effect on how well a player will perform.
Visual field & peripheral awareness - the vision around you and how you integrate information in it
with your central vision.
Fusional reserves - eye muscle strength and flexibility
Colour vision and contrast sensitivity - ability to see subtle differences in colour and grey tones in a
range of lighting levels
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Can you find the hidden faces?
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Some other optical illusions…
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